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Abstract. A modified soft mass renormalization scheme for 1/JV expansion of
the three dimensional 0(N)-invariant chiral field in the high- and
low-temperature phases, as well as at the critical point, is constructed, free of
infrared divergencies in each separate diagram. Generalized quantum chirality
identities for composite operators are derived, from which the renormaliza-
bility of the model follows. The approach formulated here is applied to a
rigorous analysis of the universal critical behaviour of the ]V-component chiral
field in three dimensions.

1. Introduction

In this paper we consider Euclidean chiral field φc^Ot^x),...,nN(x)), xeIR3

taking values on the sphere with the simple Lagrangian:

^e=-±(dμn)2, (la)

»'<*)= f, db)

N

where n2(x) = (n(x), n(x)) = £ w«(x), [μ: mass parameter, T: coupling constant
α = l

(temperature)].
The chiral field appears in various problems in different (Euclidean) spacetime

dimensions D. In statistical physics it describes the critical behaviour of classical
lattice Heisenberg model of JV-component spins with 0(N) invariant intersection
[1]. In field theory it is used in a series of models in the realistic case £> = 4, xeM4.
The chiral field was first introduced [2] to describe the low-energy π-meson
scattering (non-linear σ model). It was applied to construct an unfield model of
weak and electromagnetic interactions [3], to introduce mass of the Yang-Mills
field in a gauge invariant manner [4], and in models of extended particles [5-7].
Recently there has been an increased interest in the two-dimensional chiral field
model (xeM2 or R2) due to the existing similarities between it and non-Abelian
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gauge theories in D = 4 [8]. The quantum chiral field in D = 2 was studied quite
exhaustively. Its asymptotic freedom was discovered in [8] and renormalizability
within the standard perturbation theory in the coupling constant T was proved in
[9, 10] and of its 1/JV expansion was shown in [11, 12]. Higher local polynomial
conserved currents [13,14] as well as nontrivial nonlocal conserved charge [15]
were derived and the exact S-matrix was constructed [16]. The interesting
supersymmetric extension of this model was also examined [17].

The standard perturbation theory in Tis nonrenormalizable for D = 3,4 [18]1.
A more relevant frame for the three dimensional chiral field theory is the
systematic 1/JV expansion [12, 21]. 1/N expansion was applied to treat various
models (see, e.g. [22] and the references quoted therein). The chiral field in the
leading order of 1/JV was considered in [9, 19].

In this model a phase transition of second order takes place: above the critical
point the theory is in a symmetrical phase and the correlation functions decrease
exponentially, below the critical point 0(N) symmetry breaks and long range order
appears [9, 19, 21, 23]. In [21, 12, 24] it was proved that there are no ultraviolet
(UV) nor infrared (IR) divergencies in both phases and the number of counter-
terms was shown to be finite. The quantum analogue of classical nonlinearity
condition (π, n) = const (called quantum chirality), which is of fundamental
importance for the renormalizability was proved in [12,24]. Quantum chirality
implies that the only necessary renormalizations are coupling constant and wave
function renormalizations.

However, the problem of existence of a systematic l/N expansion directly at
the critical point was not solved. This paper is aimed at constructing a
systematically renormalized solution for the Green's functions of the chiral field in
D = 3 in each order of l/N, meeting the following requirements:

a) An unified (i.e., suited for both phases as well as for the critical theory) 1/JV
expansion, free of IR divergencies in each separate Feynman diagram (in the
Goldstone phase and critical theory).

b) Each separate diagram in the critical theory is a continuous limit of the
corresponding diagram(s) when the mass m->0 in the high-temperature phase or
the order parameter /->0 in the low-temperature phase (i.e., a phase transition of
second order occurs).

Our purpose is achieved by applying a modified Bogoliubov-Parasiuk-Hepp-
Zimmermann-Lovenstein (BPHZL) renormalization scheme with soft mass and
additional IR subtractions [25,26]. Analogous approach was introduced and used
in conventional perturbation theory of several models with massless particles in
D = 4: (φ2)l [25], non-Abelian gauge field in the usual vacuum [27] and instanton
[28] sectors; the Goldstons and Higgs models [25]; non-Abelian Higgs-Kibble
and Georgi-Glashow models [29]. A beautiful feature of this scheme in that there
is no need of investigating the vanishing mass behaviour of the massive theory nor
of subtractions at non-zero external momenta.

The renormalization procedure accepted here is characterized by the fact that
the UV and IR subtraction degrees δ(λ) and ρ(λ) of an one-particle irreducible

1 Therefore a double expansion in Γand ε = D — 2 was suggested in [19] and numerical results for
the critical exponents in the leading orders [20] were found in good agreement with the experiment
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diagram λ are chosen the same in both phases, as well as in the critical theory.
Namely, δ(λ) and ρ(λ) are taken equal to their canonical values in the latter. Such a
construction is responsible for the successful realization of requirements a) and b).

To prove renormalizability in the scheme with "soft" mass renormalization we
derive in the framework of normal products formalism [30] (Sect. 3) the general
form of the quantum chirality identities for composite field of form [Q(n, o]n2~\ (x),
Q(n, σ) — 0(N) invariant monomial in the chiral field n and in the auxiliary field σ.
Thus, in the formal algebra of composite fields, besides the two usual types of
linear relations: i) normal product field equations [32,33] ii) algebraic
Zimmermann identities (ZIs) [30]2, a new type arises; iii) generalized quantum
chirality identities (Sect. 3, Theorem 3.1).

Relations ii) and iii) [together with the Ward-Takahashi identities (WTIs) for
the spontaneously broken 0(N) symmetry in the low-temperature phase] lead to
the following important result: in the set of all (integrated over x) Euclidean and
O(N) invariant (compatible with WTIs in the lower phase) composite operators of
canonical UV dimension ^D — 3 there are only two linearly independent ones:
j J3χyί/

3

3[(δμn)2](g)(x) and jd3xσ(x)3. Only the first of them survives in the critical
theory.

This statement is equivalent to the renormalizability of the chiral field in 1/JV in
the standard BPHZ sense [18,30]: in the effective Lagrangian of the high- and
low-temperature phases there are only two arbitrary finite counterterms (the
operators listed above), fixed by two physical normalization conditions-
normalization of the n-field and mass m (inverse correlation length) or order
parameter / (magnetization) normalization condition. As a result, the renorma-
lized Green's functions are parametrized by m or by /, respectively, instead of the
"temperature" T, entering in the intial (nonrenormalized) Lagrangian.

The renormalization group (RG) equations and the WTIs for broken scale
invariance are used for the analysis of the scaling behaviour of the chiral field in
the critical region, in particular, for the construction of a well defined l/N
expansion of resummed superrenormalizable "temperature" - and "magnetic-
field" perturbations on the critical theory, free of IR divergences in every separate
diagram.

The well known universality relations for critical exponents [35] hold in the
present approach. The critical exponents are expressed in terms of only two
independent parameters - the anomalous dimensions of the n- and σ-fields in the
critical theory. The numerical results in the leading 1/JV order coincide with those
for the 0(JV)-invariant lattice Heisenberg model [36].

In earlier works [19] the idea that the chiral field (considered in perturbation
theory in Tor 1/JV together with s = D — 2 expansion) gives a better description of
the Goldstone and critical singularities than 0(JV)(φ2)4_ε model [37,38] was
suggested and exploited. In [39] another consistent approach to critical behaviour
in 1/JV frame based on the solution of the Dyson-Schwinger set of equations for

2 In conventional models i), ii) exhaust all independent linear relations in the formal algebra of
composite fields [33, 34]

3 J/Ί denotes Zimmermann's normal product of UV and IR subtraction degrees δ and ρ, "(x)"
means that vacuum graphs are omitted.
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the Euclidean noncanonically renormalized Green's functions in massless O(N)-
invariant ^(φ2)4_ε models was elaborated.

A parallel of the present approach with [39] is established in [40] where
noncanonically renormalized 1/JV expansion of massless 0(N}(φ2)\ theory is
shown to have a well defined critical limit at the IR stable fixed point of the
renormalization group. This critical theory coincides with the critical theory of the
chiral field. Thus quantum chirality turns out to be an inherent feature of the
corresponding universal theory in three dimensions.

The plan of the paper is the following:
In Sect. 2 the modified BPHZL renormalization scheme with "soft" mass is

described and the absolute convergence proof for the Green's functions with
arbitrary number of composite operators (satisfying the IR convergence criterium)
is given.

In Sect. 3 the generalized quantum chirality relations for composite operators
are derived.

Section 4 is devoted to the proof of the renormalizability in both phases and at
the critical point.

In Sect. 5 the existence of a second order phase transition in the sense of
requirement b) is demonstrated.

In Sect. 6 RG equations and WTIs for broken scale invariance in both phases
are derived.

In Sect. 7 we construct IR finite 1/N expansion of "temperature" and
"magnetic-field" perturbations on the critical theory and analyze the critical
behaviour of the chiral field Green's functions.

A brief review of 1/N graph technique is given in the Appendix.

2. Absolute Convergence of the Modified Soft Mass Renormalization Scheme in the
1/N Expansion

The renormalization procedure adopted in the present paper is an extension of
Zimmermann-Lowenstein soft mass subtraction scheme for massless theories
[25,26] to the case of (Euclidean) Feyman integrals containing unconventional
propagators, i.e., those of the auxiliary σ-field (A.5) and (A.6), which are irrational
and transcendental functions of momenta and masses. The softness parameter s
(Oίgs^l) is introduced according to the rule: m-+m(s) = sm + (l — s)μ,f2-*sf2

(μ-mass parameter). The main reason for the removal of IR divergencies turns
out to be the favourable low-momentum behavior of the σ-propagator [cf. (A.7)].

We shall essentially use the notations and concepts of [41,25,26]. Following
general definitions (see, e.g., [26,42]), the canonical UV and IR degrees, d(y) and
r(γ) of a one-particle irreducible (IP/) with respect to n- and σ-lines graph
y = y\L^,Lσ)

 are written in the form:

£ (5v-3), (2.1)
Ve^(y)

Σ Wv-3) (2.2)
Ve-T(y)
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Here the following notations are used: y = y^L<y)—1PI diagram with Ln(y) and
Lσ(y) external n- and σ-lines; i^('y) = /^(y)U{V(Pα)}-set of all vertices of y :i^#(y)
= ̂ σn2U^σ(n,FSι/2)-set of Lagrangίan vertices, V(P)-vertex of the composite oper-
ator P = P(n,σ)M:

vn(P) vσ(P) k

Pin, σ] (x) = (1 - s)csh ft (δ^n) (x) Π (<%/) W, ̂ )Ξ Π 3/dxμι, (2.3)
t = l 7=1 1=1

where vn σ(P) is the number of n, σ-fields in P, c, /z-positive integers. The canonical
UV and IR dimensions of P, dp and dp, are defined as follows:

Vn(P) Vσ(P)

σ(P), (2.4a)

vn(P) vσ(P)

dp = C+ Σ ^i+ Σ Pj+dnVn(P}+$σVσ(P} (2.4b)
i = 1 7=1

The canonical UV and IR dimensions of the n-, σ-field, dn>σ and dn σ, in accordance
with the large- and low-momentum behaviour of their propagators (A. 7), are given
by:

f ς / 7
(2.5)

[The relation for dσ in (2.5) refers to the Goldstone phase and the critical theory,
respectively.] When only Lagrangian vertices are present in

(7/2
1/2) ~σ(">Fsl/2) ' "2σ \3

(2.1) and (2.2) simplify to:

d(γ) = 3-l/2Ln(y)-2Lσ(γ) (2.1')

/ Λ = \d(i) + \&σ(y)\ - l/2LF(γ) > d(γ) (low-temperature phase)
\d(y) (critical theory)

where LF(y)= \^σ(n>Fsi/2}(y}\ is the number of external (blind) F-lines, ^n>σ(y] - the
set of internal n-, σ-lines of y, \<£n σ(y)\ - their number.

It will be necessary to introduce noncanonical UV and IR subtraction degrees,
δ(y) and ρ(y), constrained by the consistency conditions [26, 42]:

ί = l
δ(λj 9ρ(γ)£r(γ),ρ(γ)^r(γ/{λ})+ Σ βW, (2.6)

where U} = {A15 ...,λc} is an arbitrary set of nontrivial, mutually disjoint 1PI
subdiagrams of y and y/{λ} represents the corresponding reduced graph.

The concepts of UV and IR degrees and formulae (2.1), (2.2), (2.1'), (2.2'), and
(2.6) are immediately generalized for an arbitrary connected graph.

Let us consider connected Green's functions of the general type:

π Qa π ^w»,σ)](ΛχΛ*.= π »„.(*;).*„= π ΦjΊ,
\ α = l b = l / ί=l 7=1
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OC p β

P χ-χ P P : : P

NS(p 2 ;m 2 (s)) Nsf2 D( p2; m2(s))

=DSG

d e

Fig. 1. a Graphical elements of 1/JV expansion b "forbidden" subgraphs for ordinary Green's functions
(XnXσy; c finite counterterms vertices; d effective free nF-propagator (to lowest order in 1/N); e
effective Lagrangian vertices in the Goldstone phase (after effective summation in rcF-li

where ρa ̂ dQa, ρb^dPb and δa^dQa, δb^dPb are (noncanonical) IR and UV indices
of Qa and Pb. The renormalized 1/N expansion of (2.7) is constructed according to
the rules of the ί/N diagram technique (Appendix A, Fig. 1) by means of the
Zimmermann's forest formula [41, 25, 26], attributing to every connected graph
G^G\ΐa]

τ ^ of (2.7) the expression:

(2.8)
RG({pa},(kG})=sG Σ Π(-^(y)-δ(r)sy)/G(^)=(i-4((ϊ)'fi<G))ΛG.

Ue^cyeU

In (2.8) 2FG is the set of all G-forests U, IG(U) is the unrenormalized integrand,
in which the momentum of each line / is a linear combination of {pλ}, {kλ}> a
suitably chosen basis of external and internal momenta of the smallest element λ of
U|J{G} containing /; Sγ are substitution operators corresponding to U. The
subtraction operators attached to every 1PI graph γ = γ^a}

L } are defined as
follows [26] :

_ τ<5(y),ρ(y) _ tδ(γ) _ ι_*β(y)- l ( \ _ f δ ( y ) \ _ * e ( y ) - l i M _ /-β(y)- 1 W<5(y) Π QΊ
l y — ly ~ lpΎ,sV ' lpv,sv- iv 1 L p^ , s*>>) ~~ LpV, s^ - 1 "" V 1 L

pv, sv - \) l

py, sy •> \Δ-y )

where td

x y is the usual Taylor subtraction operator, and <5(y), ρ(y) satisfy the
inequelities (2.6). A concrete choice for δ(γ\ ρ(y) will be made later.
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According to the combined power counting theorem [43] the absolute
convergence of &G({pG}) (for nonexceptίonal momenta {pG} in the Goldstone
phase and in the critical theory) is equivalent to the criteria :

feguRG({pG}> {kG({u}> M, {pG})}) + άimH < 0 , (2.10a)

G({pG], {kG({u}, M, {pG})}) + dimtf>0, (2.10b)

where H is an arbitrary hyperplane in the space of the internal momenta defined in
a suitable parametrization kG = k°({u}, {v}, {pG}) as 1̂ . = const, VjG{v} and
deg^x, y), άogxj[x,y) denote upper and lower degrees of a function /(x,y) with
respect to the variable x [43].

Let us introduce a class ^ of functions of momenta and of sfΌ gs^ 1) having
the form :

Λ({p], M, M s) [^({p}, M, {v} s)D2({u}, {»})] ~ * ,

- Σ ^α,M({p}>KW;s)Π^^

= Π [® ~ '('.({p}, {«}. {^})
D2({ul(v})

where ^{ajίγ} are polynomials; feα, fc^, kr nΛ, nβ, na, nb, a{, brpositive integers; ci,cj

take values 0, 1,2; /({p}, {M}, {i;}) is a linear combination of {p}, {u}, {υ}, ®, and ̂
are the propagators of the n- and σ-fields (A.4)-(A.6). The class ty has the following
properties :

i) ®f is invariant under multiplication by and differentiation in {p} and s.
ii) Each element of ̂  has power asymptotic behaviour in \l({p}9 {u}, {v}}\ for

large and small momenta {p}, {u}, with coefficients which are polynomials in s or
5-1.

The latter is due to the specific form of the σ-propagator for D = 3 (A. 5) and
(A.6):

8π|/| arctg
2m(s)

(2.12)
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It is convenient for the IR convergence to use the notion of augmented graph
G, corresponding to G [26]. G is formed from G by adding auxiliary fictitious lines,
starting at the external vertices of G and all ending at a new vertex V0.

Theorem 2.1. (cf. [44, 26]). a) Suppose that for every set {y} = {y l5 . . ., yc} of mutually
disjoint, nontrίvial 1PI ytCG, {y}φG the IR convergence cήterίum is satisfied:

ί=l

max{0,ρ(y j)}>0. (2.13)

Then \τιdpGdkGR^({pG},{kG},s) is absolutely convergent for every se[0,l].
b) Let Γ be a 1PI graph such that for every set {y} defined in a), for which Γ/{y}

does not contain any fictitious line of Γ, the IR convergence criterium (2.13) is
satisfied. Then &Γ({pΓ}> s) = $Y[dkΓRΓ({pΓ}, (fcr},s) is absolutely convergent (for
nonexceptional {pr} in the low-temperature phase and in the critical theory).

The proof relies on the concept of forests UHe^G (or UHe^Γ\ complete with
respect to a hyperplane H (in the space of internal momenta of G (or Γ) and on the
decomposition [41] :

RG= Σ RG(VH)> Wπ) = (l -τgG>»«G>) YG(17H) (2.14)
UH

with the recursive definition of Yy(UH\y£G:

Y(U}-I S Π f Y ( U ] f -P-V lf y^H)JfH9y^UH)\\H
WE) ~ WA 1.1 Λ, WE), 4 - I _ τ^ 9 otherwise 9 i2-15)

where γ(UH) = γ / { γ 1 , ...9yc}, yt C y-maximal in UH, and the symbols y(UH)^H9

y(UH)\ \H mean that y is constant, respectively, variable with respect to H (see [41]).
Let us note, that all Yy(UH) (2.15) belong to the class & (2.11). The purely
combinatorial part of the proofs of the UV and IR convergence criteria (2.10a) and
(2.1 Ob) is readily adapted from that of [44, 26] to the present case, provided we
have proved the following inequalities :

y(UH)\\H,

(2.16)

+ max

_ , Yy, degti YJ +max(0,g(y))} ,

— f " " - r n i n {degBιl, ϊ( ϊ,_1yy-ρ(y)+l;deS,y ϊ}, i f

if

(2.16) and (2.17) are directly verified using properties i) and ii) of <% and properties
of the subtraction operator τ (2.9) (cf. Sect. 3 of [44] and Lemma 3.2 of [26]).
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Theorem 2.2. Euclidean Green's functions (2.7) exist in each order of the soft mass
renormalized l/N expansion, provided dQa^3 (in the Goldstone phase and in the
critical theory),

Proof. As follows from Theorem 2.1 we have to verify (2.13) for each connected
graph G. When the new vertex V0 belongs to some yje{yi}

c

i = 0 we assume for
definiteness, that it is y0. From (2.2) and (2.4b), after simple computation, we
obtain the following expression for r(Λ), A = G/{y} :

r(Λ)= Σ Gk-3)+ Σ GίQβ-3)+
•VZ (Λ) V(Qa)eV(Λ) \(P

+(3-dn) {Ln(G)-\^(

(2.18)
7=1

where d^ = dσn29dσ(nίFs\/2) are the canonical IR dimensions of the Lagrangian
vetices i^#(A) B(y) is the number of composite operator vertices V(P6) belonging to
^(y); ̂ n σ βd) denotes the auxiliary fictitious «-, σ-9 Pβ-lίnes which are internal for
y0, if 70eVό;|^n%iB(y0)l - their number, |J^σ,β(y0)l=0 if V0ίy0.

Let us first consider the critical theory. In accordance with (2.2) and (2.6), we
choose (dn = ̂ dσ = 2):

+ Σ 0?α-3)+ Σ toft-3), ' - ' ' ° ( , . (2.19)
V(Qα)er(y) V(Pb)G^(y) I/ ~ 1

5 •? C5

 V 0G ̂ 0? ̂  UO^ = U

Then, if G is a nonvacuum graph: (Ln(G), Lσ(G)) Φ (0, 0) and G<£{y} or if G^Γ is
IP/ and {y} is such that Γ/{y} contains no fictitious line of Γ, it follows from (2.18)
and (2. 19) that:

c

r(Λ)+ Σ max{0,ρ(y;)}>0 if dQa^39 a= 1, ...,
j = o

When G is a vacuum graph (G = G) :

, Q ( y ) } 2 : 3 , i f d β ^ 3 , α = l , . .

This completes the proof of Theorem 2.2 in the critical theory. We note, that
when Qa = dQa, Qb = dPb, V a, b, ρ(y) = r(y).

To prove renormalizability of the theory in the Goldstone phase and the
existence of a continuous limit of both phases to the critical theory in the sense of
requirement b) of Sect. 1, the following choice of δ(γ) and ρ(y) is made in both
phases :

Σ (ee-3)+ Σ fe"3)'
V(Qα)e^(y) V(Pb)e^(γ)

(2.20b)

in which Ljf(y) denotes the number of external n-lines carrying nF-tadpoles (i.e.,
<nF>Ξ<(n,F)>-diagrams), Ljf φO only in the Goldstone phase.
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We note, that the choice (2.20a), when L^(y) φO is in agreement with the
correct BPHZ renormalization scheme for theories with spontaneous symmetry
breaking in which the spontaneous symmetry breaking parameter
(n + F> = <nF> + F is made soft : s1/2«nF> + F) to ensure minimal UV subtractions
[34, 45, 46] (n + F denotes the unshifted /7-field operator).

When Ln(y) — Ltp(y) is odd the unrenormalized integrand Iy contains a factor

sι/2(LF(y) + Lt

π

p(v))5 where LF(y) + Ltp(y) is also odd since Ln(y) -f LF(y) is always even. In
such cases, δ(y\ ρ(y) in (2.20a) and (2.20b) become formally halfintegers. Then, by
definition :

τδω,ρ(y) sl/2/ \ = s l / 2 τ δ ( v ) - l / 2 , ρ ( y ) - l / 2 Q 21)

By (2.21) factors s1/2 move to the left of τy in the forest formula (2.8) for all ίPIy for
which Ln(y) — Ltp(y) is odd. Resulting subtraction indices δ'(y) = δ(y) — |,
£'(?) = £(y) — i" become thus integers. Hence, for such graphs y the IR behaviour of
the renormalized integrand is determined by ρ'(y) and the IR criterium (2.13) has to
be verified with Qr(y), instead of ρ(y). To do this, we observe that the free effective
nF-propagator between two vertices V[ — ̂ σn2]4 is (Fig. Id):

2 m2(s)) [^(p2 m2(s)) + s

®J?(p2;θ,/2)=(p2 + i6/2 |p|Γ1. (122)

Such lines as well as the corresponding graph will be marked by the superscript
"eff '. Thus effectively there are four kinds of Lagrangian vertices in the Goldstone
phase (Fig. le). Now we shall prove that the IR criterium (2.13) is satisfied for each
connected graph Geff (or IP/ graph Γeff) when the choice (2.20b) is made with
account for the Definition (2.21). The IR canonical dimension of an effective
nF-line computed in accordance with the low-momentum behaviour of ®FF (2.21)
is de

n^ = l. Straightforward computation together with (2.5) (dn = ̂ da = \ in the
Goldstone phase), gives for r(/leff) :

r / / j e f f \ _ _ y / Λ e f f _ 0 \ i y M e f f _ θ Λ , V Jeff
V 7 — / V—^ 7 '̂  / V—o 7 ' ^ / ^ —Ph

} - m(f0")\}+K Wo")+L:"(f") - ^p(τoff)]*
c

+ 2{Lf (Geff)- |^rfWl} +i{Lσ(Geff)- l^(foff)l} +r0

+ΐ Σ {if (y ff)+4p(yf )+iβ(yf )}-fcodd) (US')
J = l

_ ίLn(yf f ) + Lf(yf) - L'n
p(yf) , when it is even

= \Ln(yf) + Lf(yf) - Vn

p(yf) + 1 , when it is odd .

4 This is a demonstration of the Goldstone's theorem: no particle corresponds to the rcF-field
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In (2.18;) df, d%{, df are computed from (2.4b) with df instead of dn for all
effective nF-lines, Codd is the number of y]ff, j=l, ...,c, for which

Lάyffi + Lffyffl-U/fyf) is odd> a11 other notations are the same as in (2.18).
Simple analysis shows that if for some y]ff the corresponding number
Ln + LnΠ-LnP is odd> then Lf=^ or L¥^ Indeed, otherwise all external lines
of y]ff should end in (<?3)- vertices (Fig. le), therefore G e f f ΞyJ f f , which case is
excluded by the conditions of the theorem. Therefore, the last two terms in (2.18')
are always nonnegative. This makes (2.13) obvious for dQa^3.

The requirement dQ^3 of Theorem 2.2 could be weakened in the Goldstone
phase due to the more favourable (than in the critical theory) low-momentum
behaviour of the σ-propagator :

Corollary 2.3. Euclidean Green's Junctions (2.7) with an arbitrary number of
insertions Qσ = §d3xσ(x) exist in each order of l/N expansion in the Goldstone phase.

Proof. It is necessary to show that the IR criterium (2.13) is satisfied for each Geff

with ρ(γff) given by (2.20b). This is true, if

f)+ Σ (^f-3)-i(co
7=1 *>(Λβ f f>

(2.23)

where A(Λeΐΐ) is the number of <2σ-insertions in /Leff, contributed by the second
term in (2.18'), dβσ = |, d^f = |,4,|,3 for (ej, (e2\ (e^\ (e4) - effective Lagrangian
vertices (Fig. le). σ-lines of <2σ-insertions could be coupled to the vertices of Geff in
the following ways: a) σ-line eLσ(y]ff) for y f f e{y l 5 ...,yc}; b) σ-linee^σ(/leff)
coupled to y[ — -ίfσtt2]- vertex oϊ(eί) type c) σ-line e Jz?σ(Λ.eff) coupled to (e4)-vertex
which in its turn could be coupled to (e3)-vertex e^(y]ff) (then the corresponding
nF-linQ is a tadpole, while in the interesting cases when Ln(y^ ) + Lf f (yj f f) — L^(y^ f)
is odd at least one of the remaining Ln(yjff)-lines is effective), or to

In each case — \ A(Λ&ΐ{) in (2.23) is canceled by the contribution of |Lσ(yJff),
— 3, and ^L^(y^ leaving thus (2.23) always nonnegative.
Analogous analysis proves :

Corollary 2.4. Euclidean Green's junctions with only one insertion of
), where Q is a monomial in n2 and (n.F) with dQ^ as well as of
)^](;x) exist in each order of l/N expansion in the Goldstone phase.

3. Quantum Chirality Identities

This section is devoted to the proof of quantum chirality identities for the soft
mass BPHZL - renormalized l/N expansion of the Green's functions (2.7). They
are analogues of the quantum chirality condition in the usual renormalization
scheme [12, 24] :

Jf\_P(n, σ)n2~\(x) = const jV[P(n, σ)](x) ,
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Jf denotes Zimmermann's normal product with canonical (minimal) subtractions
with "hard" mass.

As we shall see, in the present scheme additional terms appear in the r.h.s. of
this relation, due to the more complicated structure of the subtraction operator
τH

To formulate quantum chirality identities the concepts of factorized graph and
factorization of forests will be necessary (cf. also Zimmermann [30] and Lam [33]).

Definition 3.i. Let PQ be a formal product of two monomials P and Q of the type
(2.3). The graph Γ containing the composite vertex V[Pβ] is called Pjg-factorized
if there exist two subgraphs yp, yQ of Γ such that ^(yp) (&(γQ)) contains nonempty

set of P-(β-)lines and no β-(P-)lines, and J^(/)uJ^(yQ)=j^(Γ), JS?(/)nj§?(yQ)=ft
i^(yp)^i^(yQ) = VlPQ]. Such graph will be denoted Γ = yp\yQ. Let &Γ contain
all sets of Γ = yp|yQ-subgraphs (including the empty set 0).

Definition 3.2. The mapping ς$Sl\3FΓ-*&Γ is called P|β-factorization if: i) for all
Γ/e^r, U = {yi9 ...,yc}, y{ is not P|β factorized, i=l, ...,c, ΪR([7) = [7; ii) for
U = {yl9 ...,yc,yjjy£jp = l, ...,L,fc q = l, =,M},y ί is not P|β-factorized, i = l, ...,c,

2R(17) = {y 1? . . , yc; y* . . , yp

L, 7?, . . ., y& } ; iϋ) yjl( U) = 0 for all other [7e ̂ Γ (including
17-0).

A special kind of Zimmermann's normal product ^ρ[P|β](x) is introduced by
changing ̂ τ in the forest formula (2.8) into yji(^Γ) for each P|β factorized graph
Γ.

Theorem 3.1. The following chirality identities are true for the Green's functions
(2.7) (P is of form (23)) :

n2 + 2(n,

k 'k
....d,,P

+2

, C ( 2 ) } / . \ v C ( l ) C ( 2 ) \

where for simplicity we consider only Green's functions with integrated composite
operators :

χ= Π Qaxnxσ, Q*x»Xa are the same as in (2 7X

C(ί)= Π ee,^(OC[l,^],i = l,2
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and Y{χ(l)'χ(

(l^ (x) is the normal product of the monomial :

• <σ(0) C(2)X^X^y PI)XγxγxγX™-} (x) , (3.2)

ί = l

ί = l

2

The last sum in (3.1) runs over all possible monomials ]~J XJj^xpΓ^x) for which

one of the inequalities: (5'(Y)^0 and ρ'(Y)^l is true, "~" denotes Fourier-
transform. Renormalized self-closed n-field loop ^ren(0;m2(s)) defined in the
Appendix (A.3) accounts for the ambiguity in the renormalization5.

Proof. To verify (3.1) we analyze all types of graphs contributing to the l.h.s. of
(3.1). They are plotted in Fig. 2. We shall consider only the high-temperature phase
and the critical theory (the situation in the low-temperature phase is strictly
analogous). The expression corresponding to Γί by (2.8) can be represented as the
sum:

RΓ^-RΓ + Λ^ + Λ^ + Rβ

Γl. (3.3)

Here Λ(^ is the contribution of all forests Ue^Γ with at least one element gε U
such that one of the lines / f e «£?(#), z = 1,2, while the other one does not (Fig. 3a).
Λ^ is the contribution of all forests L/e^Γι with at least one element ge U such
that both vertices V[Pπ2] and veτΓ(#) and \£^(g\ i=l,2,3 (Fig. 3b). R*Γί is the
contribution of all forests Ue^Γl with at least one P|g-factorized element
y(S) = ypuS, SΞ/^/J (Fig. 3c). In all remaining forests Ufe^Γ any element
y{lPn2}EU' such that \ei^(y{Pn2}) contains the lines /., i=l,2,3 (constituting the
graph y0). In all V the contribution of y0 is — 1 [cf. Definition (A.6) of the
σ-propagator]. The result is topologically equivalent to Γ. However, the re-
normalized expression corresponding to it by (2.8) is:

~RΓ=- Σ Π(-Wl7/))*--*r.

Here 9JI is a P|n2-factorization (Definition 3.2).
Analogously, graphs Γ(pn2'Q} in Fig. 2b give:

5 As a ye-graph [Q-some monomial with μn(Q)^2], it is no longer "forbidden". However, the
ambiguity, due to its renormalization is not fixed by the normalization conditions for the Green's
functions <Zn> (4.12) and (4.14), since there it is not allowed
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7 \
2c

Fig. 2. All possible types of graphs giving rise to chirality identities (3.1)

Lemma 3.2. Λγl~.

Proof. Obviously, Γ1 is a particular case of Γ{Fn2'Q\ which, for shortness, will be
denoted Γ{'\ Consider the subset ^V{}(0)C«^>o, ^Γ(.}(g) = {U,U contains an
element g with the property: g is maximal in (/, for which lίφ^(g\

(Fig. 3a). Let g = gvlί. Then έFr{.}

gφU}. Hence:

Σ, π (-

(3.4)

and &>tί is the propagator carried by the line ί x . From (2.20) follows that
δ(g) = δ(g)+l, Q(g) = Q(g)+l Since S-[τgRg] is a polynomial in S9 and the external
momenta of g{pq] of order ^δ(g) the expression in the parenthesis is a sum of
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Fig. 3. a Forests contributing to Λff; b forests contributing to Λ^ff; c forests contributing to Rs

terms of the following type (n1+n2 + 2k^ δ(g)) :

or, equivalently :

/ c~ 1 /&-'
Σ

r= 0 I*1.

where we have used that Jd3/(l — ί^)[m2(s) + /2] 1

Lemma 3.2.
^0 for d^

(3.5)

I. This proves

Lemma 3.3. /l^ = Λ<?<!, = 0.

The proof completely resembles that of Lemma 3.2.
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Lemma 3.4. Let Γ = yp\yQ is a IPI P\Q-factorized graph. Then the following relation
holds :

i) RΓ = RyPRyQ + ( - τyP RyP)RyQ + RyP( - τyQRyQ)

+ Σ L-τΓj(RγpR

where the sum is over all nontrivial IPI P\Q-factorized subgraphs Γj of Γ. In the
conditions of i) also holds :

ii) -τΓRΓ = (- τyPRyP) ( - τyQ RyQ)

Proof. It goes by induction, i) and ii) are checked directly when Γ is a minimal
P|Q-factorized graph, i) is assumed to be true for all nontrivial IPJ P|Q-factorized
subgraphs Γj of Γ. Taking — τr from RΓ . we obtain all r.h.s. terms in ii) as well as
the term:

which vanishes since δ(Γj) = δ(yp

j] + δ(yQ).
Now we shall make use of the Bogoliubov's form of the forest formula (2.8) for

RΓanάRΓ [18]:

where summation goes over all partitions {λ} = {λ^ ...,λc} of Γ into sets of
nontrivial nonoverlapping IP/ subdiagrams λt of Γ. These partitions could be of
two types: ones which include one Γj = γIj\yQ — {λ}\ and ones which do not: {λ}°.
Then:

Γ= Σ V/Up} Π (- Π (~

+ Σ Σ
Γ j C Γ ( λ } J

Π (-^Λλp)(-τr/r; Π (-τ,βΛAQ), (3.6)

Accounting the identity: /Γ/μ}J Ξ /yP/{μP} yP). /yQ/{μQ} γQ} and the inductive
assumption ii) for Γj in (3.6) we get :

^Γ= Σ
{λp},{λ<2} λp

-τΓj Σ [-^(Λrf..pΛ,k.

(3.7)
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The first sum in (3.7) gives exactly the first three terms in i), the second sum in
(3.7) coincides with the last term in i).

Corollary 3.5. Let G(PQ} is any graph containing the composite vertex V[Pβ]. Then :

In (3.8) RG{pQ} is calculated by (2.8), while RG{p\Q} is obtained from (2.8) in which
^G{pQ} is changed by ^Jl(^G{pQ}) (Definition 3.2). The sum runs over all 1PI
nontrivial P\Q-factorized subgraphs Γ CG{PQ}.

Application of Lemmas 3.2-3.4 and (3.8) implies the desired quantum chirality
relations (3.1).

As a simple illustration of quantum chirality identities (3.1) we give the result
for P = i when there are no composite operators Qα, except finite counterterms :
%Nal<Pxσ(x\ -^Jd3*Λ^3

3[(dμ«)2]®(Λ;) (a = 0 in the critical theory and in the
Goldstone phase, Sect. 4) :

[n'2] (x}Xny = 0, (Jfl [n'2] (0)> = N[sF2 + ̂ ren(0 m2(s))] |s = ί

n' = n + F is the unshifted (at its vacuum expectation value) field operator.

4. Renormalizability

In BPHZ framework ambiguity of subtractions (2.8) is accounted for by adding
finite counterterms to the effective Lagrangian of the theory (in the sense of
Zimmermann [30]). The structure of these counterterms is dictated by the
subtraction operators τy and the symmetries of the model. All finite counterterms
have the form:

j = Γ c P x J \ f ^ [ Q (n, σ)] (x), (4.1)

where {Qa(n, σ)} is the set of all Euclidean and 0(ΛΓ)-invariant operators of type
(2.3) with canonical UV dimension dQa^3. In the Goldstone phase the require-
ment for 0(JV)-invariance is modified to a requirement for compatibility with
WTIs for spontaneously broken 0(N) symmetry (cf. [45]):

• {(na(x't) + s1'2Fx)d/dn^'ί) - («,(*;) + s1'2Fβ)d/dna(x'i)}XnXσy , (4.2)

(x) = (ί+b) {^[nΛ(dμnβ)- (a.nJ^lW + sll2(Fxdίln,i(x) - Fβdμ

Here b is taken equal to the coefficient of the field-renormalization counterterm
(4.4) to assure correct normalization of the current J>*β. To check (4.2) quantum
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equations of motion should be used [33]:

P(n,σ) eff

dn.
-s,. eff ) = -ΣJΣΣ(-i)f;

/ α Uα r = 0 \

(4.3)

(4.4)

where "|" in (4.3) indicates that the normal product is factorized (Definition 3.2), ̂
in (4.4) is the Fourier transform of the σ-field propagator (A.5) and "*" reminds
that "forbidden" graphs (Fig. 1) are omitted in the corresponding normal product.
(Note, that there is no "*" in the counterterms ^3

3[βfl(π, σ)]^.)
The requirement for 0(ΛΓ)-compatibility of βα, together with (4.3) and (4.4),

gives:

Qβ(n,σ) =
/ « / \ \'"li\ / ' ίJ/ Λdnβ(x) β β' dn<

Hence, all βα(n, σ) in (4.1) depend only on (n + s1/2F)2 and σ and can be
obtained from the corresponding counterterms in the 0(N)-symmetric phase by
translation: ftα->nα + s1/2Fα (cf. [23]). Therefore, we shall restrict ourself to the
of the high-temperature phase and the critical theory.

All possible counterterms Qa(n, σ) in the high-temperature phase have the
form:

, Qs(n)= -±(dμn)\ Q9(n9σ)= -±

However, not all of them are linearly independent6:

(4.5)

6 Linear independence between composite operators .^[β,(w, σ)] (x) will be understood in the weak
sense :

only for α f = 0, i = l, ...,M
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Theorem 4.1. In the set of all Euclidean and 0(N)-inυariant (compatible with WTIs
for spontaneously broken O(N}- symmetry in the Goldstone phase) composite
operators Λ^ρ[β(w5σ)]<g)(x) Wί^ <5?£? = 3, there are only two which are linearly
independent: σ(x) and ^/[(S^n)2]®^).

For the remaining two independent counterterms (4.1) the following notation
is introduced:

Λo ΞN/2μ3xσ(x), Δί = -tfd3

X^l(dμn)2]9(x). (4.6)

Proof. It relies on the two types of linear relations in the formal algebra of
composite operators: (a) algebraic ZIs. [31] and: (b) quantum chirality identities
(Theorem 3.1).

ZIs for Λ^EδJφCx), a = 4, 5, 6 (4.5) are derived with the help of formulas (cf.
[25,42]) (D^ = £s-tj-ι, p = p\ s = s>, δ

α = 4,5,6,

(l-<1 ρ"1). 73V[ββ],

Straightforward computation gives :

»> = Σ βo.iίw/μ) < ̂ 33 [βίί". σ)] ® (*)^»> , (4-8)
ί=3
i Φ 7

where the coefficient functions ρfl>ί(m/μ), α=4, 5, 6 are explicitely expressed in terms
of vertex (IP/) Green's functions.

ZIs for <21? g2 are obtained with the help of the identity:

(4.9)

= Σ e
α= 1

Here coefficient functions ρ. a(m/μ\ i = 1, 2, 0 = 1, . . ., 9 are again expressed in terms
of IP/ Green's functions. The first Eq. (4.9) vanishes due to the chirality identity
(3.9).

Now we shall make use of (3.1) for Lσ = 0 and P = ̂ Γ3

3[β3](g)W, ^*3

3[β9]®W
and ^K2

2Kn2)2]®(x)9 respectively. Note, that for all of them the first term in r.h.s. of
(3.1) is not present, since responsible for it ^Γen(0 m2(s)) arises in counterterms as
(1 — τ1'1)^^}; m2(s)) = 0, because of (A.3) (counterterms are in so called in-
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termediate normalization [34]). The result reads :

φXny, (4.10a)

(4.10b)

Chirality identity (3.1) for Λ^K"2)2]®!*) giγes rise to a new normal product
which is readily expressed with the help of (4.7) in terms of

. Finally

<^2

2[("2)2]® (*)*„> = d2tl(m/μ) <σ(x)Xny . (4.10c)

Coefficients functions in (4.1 Ob) and (4.10c) are also given in terms of vertex
functions.

The linear set of Eqs. (4.9) and (1.10a)-(4.10c) has a nondegenerate determinant
(at least in each order on l/N) and, therefore, all ^{Qa(n, σ)] Θ (x), a = 1, . . ., 9, and
-^[fa2)2]®!*) are expressed as linear combinations of only two of them ΆΊ 8.

The proof goes along the same lines in the critical theory and in the Goldstone
phase and is omitted.

Corollary 4.2. The theory in both phases as well as at the critical point is
renormalizable. The only independent counterterms mil be denoted:

a) In the high-temperature phase : a(m,μ)AQ = mά(m/μ)AQ andb(m/μ)Δl, AQ and
A ί are from (4.6)

(b) low-temperature phase: α(/2,μ)J0Ξμα(/2/μ)zl0 and b ( f 2 / μ ) A 1 ;
c) in the critical theory: b(0)Av

Thus the effective Lagrangian (4.4) acquires the form :

+ Na/2σ(x). (4 A')

The last term in (4.4') is absent in case c).

Remark 1. The requirement for IR finiteness in the critical theory (Theorem 2.2)
restricts all possible counterterms (4.5) only to those with dβα = 3, whereby the
masslessness of the theory is assured (otherwise, resummation of a(μ)A0-
counterterm insertions will lead to a massive theory, cf. Sect. 7). The only
remaining counterterm is b(0)A1.

Remark 2. For the sake of rigour in the Goldstone phase, one should add and
substract in J2?eff (4.4;) the term (m0 is arbitrary mass scale parameter) :

μ-m0)(l-s)-m0(2μ-m0)(l-s)2n2]*(x). (4.11)

The minis term (4.11), together with the term -l/2^3[(l-s)2jU2«2]0(x)
gives a mass m0(s) = m0s + (l — s)μ to the n- and σ-propagators (A.4) and (A.5) and
the remainder in (4.11) is considered as an insertion in the Green's functions, which
modifies the coefficients of the counterterms. After expressing the latter as linear
combinations of A0 and Δl according to Theorem 4.1, m0 is safely set equal to
zero.
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eft

4b

Fig. 4. Possible (sub-)graphs for <%

To fix the two finite counterterms in the high-temperature phase physical
normalization conditions are imposed :

Γ<2 '>2;m,μ)|p 2 =_m 2=0, Γ<2>>2; m,μ)|^μ2 = -(μ2 + m2), (4.12)

where Γ(2'0) is the 0(ΛΓ)-invariant part of the two point vertex function of the n-
field (Γ(2'0) is 1PI with respect only of the «-lines). Counterms a(m,μ) and b(m/μ)
are determined by (4.12) recursively in each order k of 1/N by:

8πm2 ά(k\m/μ) = - m2/(m2 + μ2) Π(k\p2 m, μ) \p2 = μ2 - μ2/(m2+ μ2)
(4.13a)

(4.13b)

Here J7ΞΓ(2'0) + (H-b)p2 is the contribution of all nontree graphs of Γ(2'0), Π(k} is
its k-th order in 1/JV, eventually containing insertions of a(l)A0 and i)(0J1; of order

Physical normalization conditions in the Goldstone phase read:

<7?F>=0, Γ± ' (p ;/ ,μ)| 2 =—μ , (4.14)

the lower index "_L" denoting projection along isodirections orthogonal to F. The
first condition (4.14) implies: ά(f2/μ) = ΰ. Indeed, a tadpole <(nF)-graph with no
αzl0-insertions could possibly contain as subgraphs the graphs plotted in Fig. 4a.
However, the analysis of the behaviour at zero momentum in the limit s-»l of the
external ^-, ί$FF-, and ^FF-propagators and the attached to them IP I coefficient
functions (determined by the subtraction operators (1-τ1'1), and (1-τ2'2),
respectively) shows that the latter vanish. The counterterm aA0 contributes to
<nF>-graphs only in the form of the subgraph in Fig. 4b.

The second counterterm b(f2/μ) can be expressed in terms of nontree
contributions Πλ to Γ(2'0) in each order k of 1/N:

b(k\f2/μ) = μ~2ΠJL(p2; f2,μ)]p2 = μ2. (4.15)

The single counterterm b(0) in the critical theory (Remark 1) is fixed by the
normalization condition:

The critical theory is conformally invariant (after summing up all orders of
1/ΛO This was proved in [40] by means of explicitely constructed "improved"
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quantum conserved stress-energy tensor :

Θμv(x) = (1 + b(Q))JT*[(dμn, 3vn)] M - l/2Sμv(l + b(0) + r^3^)2] (x) ,

where the constant r± arises in the ZI :

^33[μ2(l -s)2n2] (x) = r1^3

3[(SAn)2] (x)

in the critical theory.

Remark 3. In the case Lσ Φθ in the Green's functions (2.7), chirality identity (4.10a)
is modified, due to the nonvanishing contribution of the contact terms (third sum)
in (3.1), and reads:

σ> . (4.10a')

Hence, an additional finite counterterm — l/2CJJ/

3

3[an2]0(x)(i3x^Czl2 arises
in the Green's functions (XnXσ~), (Ln, Lσ) φ (0, 0). It can be fixed by imposing
normalization condition, analogous to the one in the noncanonically renormalized
0(AO-in variant (φ2)2 model [39,40] :

Ή "(Pι,P2Wrt\a.P.^<^ (

in the high-temperature phase and the critical theory, and in the Goldstone phase :

Γ{2'1'(Pl,p2;m,μ)|,p.μ2Ξ<σ(0)n>1)fVp2)>lί>/|p2=pi=pijp2 = μ2=-^) (4.17b)

where "JL" again denotes projection along isodirections orthogonal to F.

5. Critical Limit of the High and Low-Temperature Phases

The physical normalization conditions (4.12) and (4.14) lead to reparametrization
of the theory in both phases : instead of the initial parameter - the "temperature" T,
the Green's functions of the chiral field depend on m (the physical mass), respec-
tively on / [the physical (spontaneous) magnetization] [23]. Therefore, we have
to verify that the limits m->0 and /-»0 in all orders of the renormalized 1/JV
expansion correspond to the critical limits T->TC + 0 and T-»TC — 0, respectively,
i.e., to the limit to the renormalized theory at the critical point, which is
constructed independently by means of the i/N diagram technique with m=/=0
[cf. (A.4) and (A.5)].

First we consider the high-temperature phase. It is clear from Theorems 2.1
and 2.2, that each renormalized diagram, without finite counterterm insertions
αz!0, 6/1 1? has a well defined limit when m->0 to the corresponding diagram of the
critical theory (m = 0). To analyze the remaining graphs we shall use the following :

Lemma 5.1. a(k\m/μ) = 0((\nm/μ)z\ lim 6(/c)(m/μ)-6(fe)(0),
m->0

where the latter coincides with (4.16)7.

7 Here and in what follows z will denote powers of logarithms, whose explicit values are not essential
for the present discussion
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The proof proceedes by induction in orders of 1/JV with the aid of the formulas
(4.13). Assume that the lemma holds up to order k— 1. Then the first term in (4.13a)
and (4.13b) Π(k\μ2 m,μ) contains only b(k'\m/μ\ a(k'\m/μ) with fc'^fc— 1 and thus
it converges continuously to the corresponding one of the critical theory. Indeed,
we only need to show that all graphs of Π(k\μ2 m,μ) with at least one mά(m/μ) AQ-
insertion vanish in the limit w~>0. The latter graphs are of the form8

7=1 l " > I θ r > 7=1

Applying to (5.1) Weinberg's power counting theorem [47] about asymptotic
behaviour of diagrams in the momenta and/or other dimensional parameters
(generalized to the case of the soft mass BPHZL renormalization scheme in the
Appendix of [40]) and accounting for the inductive assumption, we have:

ε σYϊi σ I I cι 3 \&iiYiIμ}ζffl'p \μ j u , . . . , U j ε/n,μj & constε ^Inε)
7=1 ( 2 > Z σ ) C~>°

' ̂ r(2 Iα)(μ2/ε2 0,..., 0 m, μ/ε) ̂  ε(lnε)z/ const -^ 0. (5.Γ)

Consider now the second term /7(fc)( — m2 m, μ) in (4.13a) and (4.13b). Again
ισ

with the help of Weinberg's theorem we obtain /σ^0, ]Γ kj<k— 1):
7=1

f<7

7=1

constε2(lnε)z^Γ(2 z ( — m 2;0, ...,0; m,μ/ε) » ε2(Inε)z"const-^->0

and, therefore, Π(k\ — m 2 ; m,μ) = 0(m2(lnm/μ)z) which completes the proof of the
lemma.

It is now clear that each diagram with an arbitrary number of bA 1 insertions
has a limit in ra—>0 to the corresponding one of the critical theory and at the same
time each diagram with at least one aΔ0 = maA0-insertion vanishes at the critical
point:

la

7 = 1 ^
const(lnε)z'"ε3 ~ 1i2Ln-Lσ-degε^Γ —-—»0. (5.2)

In (5.2) the rules for determining the asymptotic power:

{q/ε}, {0} m, μ/ε) ̂  [3 — 1/2Ln — Lσ~] — 1

were used (cf. [47], Sect. V).
In the low-temperature phase, quite analogously, each renormalized diagram

with LF = ΰ (LF is the number of external blind F-lines) in the critical limit /->0
goes over into the corresponding one of the critical theory. Moreover, we have:

We use the notations:

@Γ(W = ̂ r(L>l^βp} {<?) m, μ), {p} = {Pl, ..., pj, {q} = {
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Lemma 5.2. lim b(k\f2/μ) = b(k\Q\ the latter coinciding with (4.16).

The statement of this lemma is a particular case of the following:

Proposition 5.3. Each graph of the low temperature phase with LF>0 vanishes in
the critical limit /->0.

Proof. First we consider an arbitrary IP I graph Γ,L^Lσ) with LF(Γ)= 1. As it was
pointed out after (2.21), the corresponding factor s /2 moves to the left in the sum
over Γ-forests for &L with δ, ρ changing to (integers): δ' = δ — ̂ , ρ' = ρ — \. Hence,
an external F-line can be treated as an external %-line with zero momentum.
Making use of the power counting rules [47] we obtain in the limit /-»0:

Now consider Γ(L^Lσ} with LF = 2. For every IP/ graph ΊCΓ(L^Lσ) containing only
one vertex V[(rc, Fs1/2)σ] the corresponding factors s1/2 "commute" with the
subtraction operators τλ according to (2.21), and for all 7 £Γ(Ln Lσ) containing both
vertices V[(π, Fs1/2)σ] we apply the ZI:

τ<5(y), ρ(y) c _ ,

Thus we have

(5.3)

- the same as in (4.5)]:

Σ

Σ (5.4)

In (5.4) Γ®Ln+2 Lσ) is topologically equivalent to Γ(Ln Lσ) whose external F-lines are
considered as external nF-lines at zero momenta, and all subtraction indices δ(λ),
ρ(λ\ λξ=Γ°Ln + 2 Lσ) correspond to the canonical choice (2.20). The sums in the r.h.s.
of (5.4) run over all subgraphs of Γ(Ln Lσ} containing both external F-lines. Using
the identity: d/dsτδ ΰ = τδ~'L'e~'Ld/ds"'ϋίe forest formula (2.8) and the explicit
expressions for the n- and σ-propagators (A.4) and (A.5), we obtain:

(5-5)

where the sum in the r.h.s. of (5.5) runs over all lines Ije<&σ(γ(4t0)\ in which the
aggregate: Nf2<S~\l] \m\s\sf2) x ̂  m^s}}^'1^ m2(s\sf2} is inserted (see
Fig. 5). As a result of the ZI (4.7) the last term in (5.5) acquires the form:

Σ
7(2, i )C 7(4,0), V[Q'4]eγ(2, i)

+ Σ
7(4, i)C7(4,θ),V[(>4]e7(4, i)

(5.6)
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as

JL
as

Fig. 5. Differentiation of Q)(p2 m2(s)) and $(p2 m2(s), s/2) in s

and, finally, it reduces to graphs with J/

2ΞJ(ί
3χJ/2

2[(n2)2](g)(x)-insertion. Note,
that all coefficients in the square brackets in the r.h.s. of (5.6) remain finite when
/-»0 because of the substitution 5 = 0.

Now applying Weinberg's theorem to all terms in the square brackets of the
r.h.s. of (5.4) and taking into account (5.5) and (5.6) we find that they all have
logarithmic asymptotae: 0((ln f2/μz)) and that is why the whole $Γ(L ^ } (with
Lp = 2) vanishes at the critical point.

The proof for LF ̂  3 proceedes exactly along the same lines by reducing Γ(L L }

to a graph without external F-lines with the help of successive application of (5.3)
and using Weinberg's theorem afterwards.

6. RG Equations and WTIs for Broken Scale Invariance

In the derivation of RG equations and WTIs for broken scale invariance in the
high-temperature [Callan-Symanzik equations-(CS)] and in the low-temperature
("Goldstone-limit" equations (GL), cf. [45]) phases we shall follow the method of
differential vertex operations [48]. The standard scheme is based on: (1) re-
normalized action principle, (2) integrated bilinear equations of motion, (3)
Zimmermann identities. For the chiral field model one has to add: (4) integrated
quantum chirality identities.

Proposition 6.1. The renormalized action principle in both phases as well as at the
critical point holds in the following form:

d da db }
μ- μ —zL —μ—A ί — 2μm<24 — 2μ(μ — m)£5>\XX /==(), (6.la)

dμ dμ dμ }

d da db
m- m—— AH — m—— A, — '.

cm cm cm

where fΔ3 = Jd3x^3

3[φ, Fs1/2)](.x).
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Fig. 6. Additional forests arising in the proof of the action principle

The proof is based on standard graphical arguments and the forest formula
(2.8) [48]. We take, for instance, (6.1b) and consider an arbitrary connected graph
G of (XnXσy with fca, kb insertions of aA0, bA^ respectively. From (2.8) we have:

dm Π

Π

+ ak*bk*kb

V" a (

dm

(-2smm(s))®(lf',m2(s))

db

dm

Σ -Nm~
ϋm

(6.2)

Λ Λ 7

The first term in the parenthesis of (6.2) gives rise to — m — An — m — A λ in (6. Ib),
dm dm l

and the terms ( — 2smm(s)) [^(?f;m2(s))]2 represent a part of the corresponding
graphs with J1? J4, J5 insertions in (6.1b). The remaining part of the needed
graphs is obtained by analyzing the last sum in the r.h.s. of (6.2). Indeed,
representing md/dm ^(l^ m2(s)) as a triangle subdiagram we observe that in order
to get the correct J15 J4, j25 insertions we have to add now forests, containing
elements g with the property: (*)Vcei^(g)9 lj c$3?(g\ c = l,2 (see Fig. 6). The set of

all relevant forests reads: J^ [J {^G(g}\ where ^G(g) is the set of forests containing
9

at least one element with property (*) and g is the maximal one among the latter
(cf. the proof of Lemma 3.2). To each such g we relate g = g ^ j { l c}

2

=1 (see Fig. 6)
and denote the subset of ^G(g) in which all forests contain the corresponding g by

^G(g). Thus, the contribution of all new added forests (J ^G(g) to RG is:

Σ Π (-τASJ/G/f{(l-τ?)Sg(-2»ιs»ι(s)®1®2)(-τβRβ)}, (6.3)
A n g = e

A3 g

where ^1>2 are the propagators associated with lines lj c, c = l,2 in Fig. 6.
According to (2.20) δ(g) = δ(g) + l, ρ(g) = ρ(g)+l and that is why, in complete
analogy with the case of Lemma 3.2 [cf. (3.4) and (3.5)], the expression in the
parenthesis of (6.3) (after integration in the loop momentum lp Fig. 6) vanishes.
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The proof of (6.1a) is strictly analogous and that of (6.1c) is straightforward.

The bilinear integrated quantum equations of motion [cf. (4.3)] look like:

+ ±Ln}(XnXσy=V. (6.4)

Taking into account Theorem 4.1 and (4.10a')5 in the high- temperature phase
(f=0) (6.1a), (6.1b), and (6.4) give three equations for two linearly independent
vertex insertions AQ,Aί9 and in the low-temperature phase (m = 0) (6. la), (6.1c), and
(6.4) lead to three equations for A19A3. As a result, in the first case the RG and CS
equations arise (Ln φ 0) :

(6.5)

nXσy=(), (6.6)

and in the second case one obtains the RG and GL equations :

nXay=Q, (6.5')

For the vertex functions r(Ln>Lσ\ Ln^2, all Eqs. (6.5)-(6.7) are the same with the
only change: Ln-+—Ln, Lσ-*—Lσ. Substituting in (6.5)-(6.7) the normalizations
conditions (4.12), (4,14), and (4.17) we obtain simple expressions for all coefficient
functions, e.g., for the anomalous dimensions ζn ana ζσ of the n- and σ-fields :

<2 %2 = μ2, (6.8a)

2ζn(m/μ) + ζσ(m/μ) = 2μ2(d/dμ2Γ^ »)\ p} =p> =pίtp2 = μ> . (6.8b)

In complete analogy with the case of noncanonically soft mass renormalized
0(ΛΓ)-invariant (φ2}\ model [40] one obtains in the limit m-^0 or /->0:

) - yn(m/μ) = 0(m(ln m/μ)z) , ζσ(m/μ) - yσ(m/μ) - 0(m(ln m/μ)z) ,

mα(m/μ) = 0(m(lnm/μ)z) ,

Uf2/μ) ~ 7n(f2/μ} = 0(/(ln/2/μ)z), Cσ(/2/μ) - Jσ(f2/μ) = 0(f(\nf2/μY) .

Therefore, in the critical limit all differential equations (6.5)-(6.7) coincide:

7. Critical Behaviour and Universality of the Chiral Field

In this section we shall describe briefly the critical behaviour of the chiral field in
the framework of the soft mass BPHZL renormalization approach.
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Fig. 7. Graphs contributing to

The RG equations at the critical point (6.5") are just the dilatation WTIs
[46, 40]. In particular, the two point vertex function together with the normali-
zation condition (4.16) acquires the well known scaling (conformally invariant)
form:

The evaluation of the critical exponent η within the 1/JV expansion according to
(6.8a) (for m — 0) gives in the leading order (see Fig. 7) the answer: ?7(1) = 8/3π2N,
which exactly coincides with the corresponding result for the ^-component lattice
Heisenberg model [36].

A characteristic feature of the BPHZL framework is that the physical
normalization conditions (4.12) and (4.14) introduce as independent parameters
the physical mass m and the physical spontaneous magnetization / in the high-and
low-temperature phases, respectively, instead of the "temperature" T itself. That is
why, in order to establish all scaling laws and to prove the validity of the
universality relations between critical exponents, one has to introduce "tempera-
ture" and "magnetic-field" perturbations on the effective Lagrangian of the critical
theory [(4.4'), with ro=/=0] (cf. [34]):

JS?eff(x μ, ί, H) = jSfeff(x 0, 0, μ) - N/2 μtσ(x) + (H, φ)) . (7.1)

Here t(~(T— T^)T~l) describes small deviations from the critical temperature Tc.
Of course, such supernormalizable perturbations do not exist as insertions in the
conformally invariant chiral field Green's functions at the critical point, because of
the IR divergencies, increasing with the number of insertions [cf. (2.2), (2.6), (2.12)].
We shall formulate a simple resummation procedure for (7.1), which does not
change orders of 1/ΛΓ, ending up with a well defined 1/JV expansion of the perturbed
theory, free of IR divergencies in each separate diagram (cf. with the case of the
soft mass noncanonically renormalized 0(N) invariant (φ2)l model [40]).

For the sake of rigour, one first considers the "temperature" and "magnetic
field" perturbation in the high-temperature phase, i.e. :

J^ef f (x m, μ, ί, H) = J?ef f (x my 0, μ) - N/2 μtσ(x) + (H, φ)) . (7. 1 ')

Following the standard procedure [34, 45] after the shifting : n(x) = φ) -f F
[F2ΞΞJV/2, F = <φ)>H t-true vacuum expectation value in the presence of the
insertions —N/2μt$σ(x)d3x, j(H, φ))d3x)], the new theory is reparametrized in
terms of / instead of H. The function H = H(m,μ9t,f) is determined by the
condition of absence of n-tadpoles ((n(x)\j = 0) recursively in orders of 1/JV. The
partial resummation of (7.Γ), which does not change the orders of diagrams in
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Fig. 8. Graphs contributing to v(1)

l/N, is described equivalently by the following effective Lagrangian
(m(ί, /; s) = m(s) + 4πs(tμ +/2)) :

m, μ, ίj)σ(x)

(7.2)

where the new finite counterterms α, b are explicitely determined as functions of
the old ones α, b (in the 1/JV expansion). Thus, the only problem which might arise
in the limit m-»0 is that of the IR finiteness of α(0,μ, tj) and b(0, £,/2/μ).

The proof of the existence of lim b(m/μ, ί, /2/μ) and lim α(m, μ, f, /) is not
m -* 0 m -> 0

difficult and we omit it here (for the soft mass renormalized 0(N) (φ2)2. model
see [40]).

Thus the physical mass mphys(μ, t) corresponding to the "temperature"-
perturbed critical theory (7.4) (m=/=0) is well defined and obeys the RG
equation :

m

Phys(μ> 0 = const μί( x ~ζσ(0)) ~ ' ,

wherefrom one obtains the second independent critical exponent v = (l — ζ^O))"1.
Taking into account (6.8a) and (6.8b) (for m = 0) straightforward computation (see
Fig. 8) (making use of, e.g., the methods for conformally invariant integration [50])
gives in the leading order of l / N : ζ(

σ

1}(ty = v(1}= -32/3π2JV, which exactly agrees
with the corresponding calculations for the lattice classical Heisenberg model
[36].

Exactly along the same lines one can consider "temperature"-perturbation of
the Goldstone phase, i.e. deviations from the critical theory from below (when
/->0). The corresponding effective Lagrangian, describing the partial resummation
of the "temperature" insertion μtA0 looks like (7.2), but with other counterterms
α'(μ,£,/), b'(f2/μ,t\ which are IR finite. Here / ceases to be the physical
magnetization (for ίφO), unlike the case for /in (7.2).

The simple proof of the existence of lim 5;(/2/μ, ί), lim α'(μ, ί, /) proceeds in

complete analogy with the case of O(N) (φ2)l model [40] and is omitted.
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Fig. 9. Graph giving rise to contact terms in the chirality identity for

In particular, the physical magnetization /phys(μ,t) for/=0(Fphys = <n>ί, F*hys

= Nfphys) is well defined and obeys the RG equation from which the critical
exponent β emerges:

From here on by means of standard technique [34, 50, 46, 38, 51] based on the
RG equations (Lπ=t=0):

) / P \
-UO)A

whose validity is proved rigorously in the present approach all scaling laws, e.g.,
the global Kadanoffs scaling [35]:

Γ<L» L°\{κp},{κq} 0, μ,f, /) = K3-

and universality relations (for D = 3 and N components) among critical exponents
are established to hold.

For instance, for the specific heat C H = 0 = const(d2 dt2 ^}\H = 0 (^ '• free energy),
due to the arising of additive contact terms in the chirality identity (4.1 Ob) (see
Fig.9)forL n = 0, Lσ = l:

3

Σ d^ίi(mlμ}{Δiσ(x\}σ(xn

2}σ(x^-C^(m/μ}δ(xl
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one encounters an additional term linear in ί in the scaling law :

- — ,

where the constant C3 is expressed by C3(0).
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Appendix

Diagram Technique of l/N Expansion

Here we briefly remind the diagram technique of l/N expansion [21,24]. The
(unrenormalized) generating functional for the Euclidean Green's functions of the
chiral field is:

Z(J) = const J Π dn(x)δ(n2(x)- μN/T) exp J d3x[ - l/2(dμn)2 + (J9 nf\
X

= const J Π dn(x)dσ(x) exp J d3x[- 1/2(5μn)2 - l/2σ(n2 - μN/T) + (J, n)]
X

= const j Yl dnF(x)dσ(x) Qxp{NAί[_σ9 nF~] + A2\σ9 nF J]}, (A.I)
X

where in the last line the following notations are used (JF-fixed vector on $N~1):

i [σ, nF] - - l/2Tr ln( - Π + σ) - 1/2 J d3x[_(dμnF)
2 + φF - μ/T)] ,

and the integration over nλ(x) has been taken.
l/N expansion of (A.I) is equivalent to the expansion around constant saddle

points of A v\_σ,nF~\ :σ(c) = m2 and n(

F

}=f. The equations for these are:

2)-0, m2/=0,

The first Eq. (A.2) is not well-defined. To give sense to it we replace (̂0 m2) by the
renormalized with "soft" mass and minimal subtractions ^ren(0;m2(s)) 0<s<l
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m(s) = sm + (1 — s)μ :

d^k
^en(0;m2(S))= J— τ(ί-t°)(m2(S) + k2Γ1=s(μ-m)/4π + aϋμ/4π, (A.3)

where a0 is an arbitrary constant accounting for the ambiguity of the subtraction.
The renormalized thus Eq. (A.2) have three types of solutions :

1. 0(ΛO-symmetric (high-temperature) phase solution: T>TC, /=0,

2. Spontaneously broken symmetry (Goldstone, low-temperature) phase so-
lution: T<TC, m = Q,f2 = μ(T-1-T-1).

3. Critical theory: T=TC5 m=f=Q.

We note that α0 corresponds to a finite renormalization of the critical
temperature Tc. The phase transition occurs in each order of 1/N. In 1) and 2) the
"temperature" T is transmutated to the parameters m and / respectively.

The graph elements are depicted in Fig. 1. The expressions for the n- and σ-field
propagators (with "soft" mass) @(p2 m2(s)) and $(p2 m(s), sf2) are :

m2(s)) = (m2(s) + p2) ~ * , ( A.4)

sf2 @(p2 m2(s))] ~ 1 , ( A.5)

J3fc
m2(s)) = 1/2 ί 3 {(m2(s) + ̂ 2)/(m2(s) + (p - fc)2

= (8φ|)-arctgJ^.

(A.6)

The asymptotic behaviour of the propagators (A.4) and (A. 5) is characterized by
the upper (degp s) and lower degp)S-! degrees [43] :

-^-{?? (A.7)

where degp s _ 1 refers to the Goldstone phase and the critical theory, respectively.
Figure Ib lists the (sub)graphs "forbidden" in the diagrams for the Green's

functions without composite operator insertions Q(n,σ). However, they are
allowed when Q(n,σ) containing either of n2,σn2 or σ(n,Fs~1/2) are present.
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